
#1 Color

Expressing your individuality and creativity can come in many different forms.  
Why not do it by experimenting with the season’s best colors . . . for your hair!
	
 Master Colorist and owner of Diva Colour Studio Ted Cortese says that if you are 
interested in drastic color, the hot trends are bright reds and severe contrasting blondes.  

He said the more mainstream trends lean towards simply enhancing your natural 
color.  “The color of your hair should be better than, not contrary to nature,” says Cortese.  
He also says that if you must be a “do-it-yourself” kind of person, the difference in store 
bought brands is not the issue.  The issue is skill level.  Be sure to get someone who is 
familiar with home coloring.  

When caring for colored hair, it is vital that you follow the rules. If you want your 
color to last, Cortese suggests that you lower the heat on your blow dryer and use 
shampoos and conditioners that are specifically formulated for colored hair.  This will 
keep the moisture in and the dry brittle hair out. 

Make a bold statement this season and add some color to your life.                                                                                             

#2 Products

	
 Finding the proper product to tame your tresses can become a life long quest for 
some.  

Director of Education and Stylist for Capelli Salon, Heidi Dalton, has some 
specific suggestions for your curly mop or your straight locks.  Dalton suggests most 
products from the Bumble and Bumble line.  

Bumble and Bumble offers a specific shampoo and conditioner combination for 
curly hair that varies to your specific texture from fine to course.  Bumble and Bumble 
also has a great pre-treatment crème that should be applied before any blow drying or 
styling.  It helps prevent the frizz and keeps the winter static to a minimum.

To achieve that sleek, shiny straight look, Dalton says that Straight by Redken or 
Bumble and Bumble’s Straight Serum will do the trick.  Dalton explained that these 
products coat the hair with silicone, giving your do a silky sheen.  

All of these products can be found at Capelli Salon and with a little help from the 
right products, your styling woes will soon be over.

#3 Styles

Getting stuck in a hairstyle rut is all too easy.  Spice up your mane with some of 
the hottest trends.

According to Heidi Dalton of Capelli Salon, there are a few strong elements that 
make chic clips.  Strong side parts add drama and a mod touch.  You can practically 
change the entire look of your hair by moving the part a bit past its normal location.  Add 
some wispy bangs with your side part for a hip look.
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Full fierce bangs are also still framing faces.  They look really fresh when they are 
long enough to just touch the eyebrows.  They can also be tossed to the side for an 
occasional change.  

For a softer more romantic look, Dalton suggests fuller hair with soft waves.  Let 
your locks run loose with minimal styling.  Avoiding the blow dryer or adding a slight 
product can change the texture and all around fluff of your hair. 

Be brave and feel free to experiment with your tresses.  Keep people guessing 
with any of these styles.
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